
ENGLISH 2 COLLOQUIUM RULES AND STEPS 

Dear Students, 

You MUST follow these steps and rules in order to successfully participate in the English 2 

colloquium: 

- First step: I will send you the required ZOOM invitation (3 minutes before the indicated 

dates). You MUST join the ZOOM conference. You must create an account if you have not 

created an account yet.  

- Second step: I will share my computer screen with you and you will get the required PIN 

(kahoot) code in the ZOOM conference’s chat.  

- Third step: To successfully join the colloquium, you MUST either download the KAHOOT 

application on your phone OR use the official kahoot.com website. It’s up to you! 

- RULES: Please, DO NOT use nicknames when you join the colloquium! I will accept only your 

FULL NAME (it is not a problem if 1-2 letters are missing in your name). BUT you will get 0 

points if you use a nickname! If you are not present at the start of the colloquium (14:50, 

15:05, etc.), you will automatically get 0 points! NO LATECOMERS! You can get maximum 10 

points for the colloquium (1 question = 0,5 point). YOU HAVE 30 SECONDS TO ANSWER 1 

QUESTION! YOU MUST GET MINIMUM 10 POINTS for the CV + COLLOQUIUM! DO THE 

MATHS! 

Joining the colloquium through KAHOOT mobile phone application: 

 

 

 



To successfully join the KAHOOT colloquium through the application, click on: Enter PIN and enter 

the required PIN code. 

 

Joining the colloquium through kahoot.com website: 

 

 

Click on the (PLAY) button and enter the required PIN code. 

some example questions: 

1. When was the World Land Speed Record set? 

a. 1987 

b. 1995 

c. 1997 

d. 1990 

2. How do you write your recent jobs/education in your CV? 

a. alphabetical order 

b. chronological order 

c. reverse date order 

d. randomly 

3. What is the current land speed record? 

a. 750 mph 

b. 650 mph 

c. 765 mph 

d. 763 mph 

4. What is the role of the chasing car? 

a. to retrieve data from the solar car 

b. to transport solar car drivers 

c. to predict the weather 



d. to stop the solar car 

5. What is a seismometer? 

a. measures volcano eruptions 

b. works like a GPS 

c. measures earthquakes from volcano 

d. measures surface deformations 

6. Where did the name SEGWAY come from? 

a. from the name of the wheelchair 

b. from the name of the scooter 

c. from the word segue 

d. from the word smooth transition 

7. Find the synonym for the word: Predict 

a. Forecast 

b. Pastime 

c. Protect 

d. Contract 

8. Find the synonym for the word: Pastime activity 

a. Predict 

b. Hobby 

c. Pursuit 

d. Interest 

9. Find the synonym for the word: Emission 

a. Release 

b. Eject 

c. Let go 

d. See out 

10. What does it mean: Commute 

a. to cause, to initiate, or to start 

b. a sudden avance in knowledge or technique 

c. to travel to work every day 

d. the ability to do many different things 

11. What does it mean: Trigger 

a. faith in your powers and abilities 

b. to move or shift so that you can lean or incline 

c. the ability to do many different things 

d. to initiate, to cause, or to start 

12. What does it mean: Disqualified 

a. to initiate, to cause, or to start 

b. a competitor for a championship or high honor 

c. to make somebody ineligible for a prize or for further competition 

d. the ability to do many different things 

 

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me! 

GOOD LUCK! 

Csaba Kukli 


